This paper studies on the prediction model of mechanical properties of aluminum profiles based on spatial division of sample process parameters, according to the process parameters of aluminum profiles processing and its corresponding product performance. The direct mapping relationship between process parameter subspace and product performance parameter space is established by using RBF neural network. It provides theoretical basis and solution for the mechanical properties prediction of aluminum profiles, optimization of process parameters and improvement of the quality.
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INTRDUCTION
Aluminum profiles are widely used in construction and manufacturing, because of their characteristics of high strength and good toughness. The production of aluminum profiles is a comprehensive and complex multi-factor process, and the quality of its products is affected by many factors. In order to improve the quality of aluminum profiles, we have carried out research work in two areas. First, it predicts the mechanical properties of aluminum profiles more accurately for specific combinations of process parameters. The second is to determine the optimal combination of process parameters required to the product, according to the mechanical performance requirements of the product.
Two important indicators for evaluating the quality of aluminum profiles are the tensile strength and elongation, therefore, the mapping relationship between process parameters and the tensile strength and elongation of product are established, in order to accurately predict the mechanical properties of the product and optimize the process parameters.
SAMPLE VARIABLE CLUSTERING STUDY OF BASE METAL AND FINISHED PRODUCT
It uses cluster analysis method to test sample variables as the center, then it processes the measured known sample variables and constructs a cluster that is most similar to the test sample variable, thereby constructing a subspace centered on the test sample variable. Let the obtained sample variable space be P, and the known sample variables are evenly distributed in P space. After the cluster analysis, the P space is divided into several sub-spaces labeled P k , k =1, 2,…,n, then there is the following.
In each subspace P k , the mapping relationship between the process parameters and the mechanical properties of the aluminum profile can be simplified. It can be known by analyzing the known sample data set, the process parameter vector is a typical high dimensional vector (5 dimensions) [1] , and the corresponding known sample variables constitute a high-dimensional data set. It clusters analysis the known sample data sets which containing high-dimensional objects, and get the size of the cluster members. When cluster analysis, it uses k test samples as the initial cluster center, and assigns known samples to the clusters represented by the cluster centers that are most similar to them according to the similarity between the known samples and the cluster center [2] . Then, it calculates the cluster center of each new cluster, and repeats the above process until the standard measure function converges.
STUDY ON THE MAPPING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROCESS PARAMETERS AND ALUMINUM PROFILE PROPERTIES
Based on the clustering analysis of sample variables based on base metal and finished materials, assume that the variable X i in the sample space have 5 components according to the actual working conditions. They are the raw material tensile strength σ 0 , and the reduced diameter △r, and the processing line speed v, and the roller undulation t, and the roller pitch p, which recorded as x i1 , x i2 , x i3 , x i4 and x i5 . Then it supposes the mechanical property parameter variable Y i corresponding to X i have 2 components, and they are the tensile strength σ b and the elongation δ b of the aluminum profiles product, which recorded as y i1 and y i2. Assume in subspace P k, , the influence factor of x ij acting on y i1 is marked as a ki , and the influence factor of x ij acting on y i2 is marked as b ki . In the range of P k , it uses the following relationship to obtained matrix A k and B k [3] .
After the matrices A k and B k are found, the mapping parameters can be used to predict the performance parameters of the test samples. Among them, X k is a matrix constructed with process parameters of sample variables in P k . When rank (X) = 5 (in order to make this condition always satisfied in each subspace, appropriately increasing the number of measured sample data based on the orthogonal experimental design), the problem can be solved. A k and B k are column vectors composed of a ki and b ki respectively, and Y k1 and Y k2 are column vectors composed of y i1 and y i2 respectively. Because the Radial-Basis Function (RBF) network is a local approximation network, any continuous function can be approximated with arbitrary precision theoretically. In general, RBF network can be regarded as a system consisting of n sensory neurons elements, and h associative neurons elements, and m reflecting neurons elements, which recorded as
. The RBF sensory neurons function as signals to receive and transmit, and the RBF associative neurons become empowered neurons after assigning c j to each corresponding input vector. The role of RBF responsive neurons is to accept signals from RBF associated neurons, The output t k of the RBF response neuron r k is a linear combination of output value o j of the RBF association neuron [5] .
In the above formula, b k is the threshold value of the reaction neuron r k , and w jk is the connection weight of a j →r k .
The approximation ability of the RBF network function is determined by the "universal approximation theorem" which proposed by Park and Sandberg. Due to the complicated production process of aluminum profiles, it is difficult to establish an accurate mathematical physics equation between process parameters and finished mechanical properties directly from the perspective of constraints and geometric deformation. However, RBF networks can be used to approximate the complex mapping between process parameters and finished mechanical properties [6] .
STUDY ON NEURAL NETWORK MODEL OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ALUMINUM PROFILES
Based on the study of the mapping relationship between process parameters and mechanical properties, The RBF network neuron layer width coefficient and network error and the number of associative neurons have an important influence on the approximation effect of the network. The width factor should be large enough to allow the neuron's response to the input can cover a sufficiently large area. In the meantime, it cannot be too large to ensure that each neuron has overlapping input vector response regions. The value of the network error should also not be too large or too small [7] , otherwise it will adversely affect the performance of the RBF network. It determines the number of associative neurons in an iterative manner, and calculates the current error of the network for each RBF neuron added when creating the network. If the network error is less than the expected value, it will stop iterating. Otherwise, the neurons are continually added to the network until the mean square error falls below the expected error, or the number of network neurons reaches the maximum allowed [8] .
PREDICTION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ALUMINUM PROFILES
Due to the complicated production process of aluminum profiles, it is difficult to directly establish a mechanical model that accurately describes the production process. In actual production, process experiments are often used to determine process conditions. In view of the above problems, based on the preliminary determination of production process conditions by the process experiment method, it uses the unified objective function method to transform the multi-objective optimization problem into a single-objective optimization problem. It uses the global probability search capability of genetic algorithms to genetic search in the entire process parameter space, and it uses the high-precision approximation performance of the RBF network to establish the relationship between the production process parameters and the mechanical properties of the finished aluminum profiles, finally, the individual's fitness evaluation in genetic calculation is realized.
The multi-objective optimization model for aluminum profile production process is as follows [9] .
The optimization target are the tensile strength σb and elongation δb of the finished aluminum profile, which marked in the model asfollows.
The optimization of aluminum profile production process is a typical highdimensional, multi-peak, and complex constrained optimization problem with unknown objective function.Because multiple targets are optimized at the same time, and these targets are often incomparable or even conflicting, in order to get better solutions among multiple conflicting targets, each target must be mutually concessed and integrated [10] .
EMPIRICAL STUDY ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ALUMINUM PROFILES
Based on the prediction of the mechanical properties of aluminum profiles, the pressure on the base metal is analyzed according to the production process, and through the multi-dimensional process quantity control method, the multi-factor cross-orthogonal test scheme is designed. Taking the process parameters such as diameter reduction, processing line speed, roller fluctuation and roller spacing as experimental factors, orthogonal test was carried out to obtain finished aluminum profiles under different experimental conditions [11] . It uses a hydraulic universal material testing machine to carry out stretching and compression experiments on the base metal and aluminum profiles, and uses electronic pull test machine to carry out torsional and bending-torsion combination deformation experiments, then it will obtain the mechanical properties of the base metal and aluminum profiles [12] . The measurement results are analyzed and compared with the prediction results, and the results show that the prediction error of the tensile strength is between 2.5% and 2.9%, and the prediction error of the elongation is between 2.8% and 3.2%. Therefore, the prediction method of mechanical properties of aluminum profiles based on RBF neural network is reliable.
CONCLUSIONS
The prediction results of tensile strength of aluminum profiles are better than those of predictions of elongation when adopted the mechanical properties prediction method of aluminum profiles based on RBF neural network.
